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Abstract
The Maker Movement has raised great expectations towards its potential for tackling social inequalities by mediating technology-related skills to everybody. Are maker spaces new players for social inclusion in digital societies? How can this potential impact be framed? While scientific discourse has so far identified broad value and impact dimensions of the Maker Movement, this article adds empirical insight into the potential for tackling social inequalities. The study is based on 39 interviews with makers and managers of maker initiatives and ten self-reporting surveys filled in by maker initiative managers throughout Europe, which have been analyzed qualitatively. We found four main domains in which makers address social inclusion: First, by mediating skills and competences not only in the field of digital technologies but in the broader sense of empowering people to “make” solutions for encountered problems. Second, we found that makers actively strive to provide democratized access to digital fabrication and the knowledge on how to use them. Third and fourth, we found different ambitions articulated by makers to change society and social practices towards a society providing better opportunities for individuals. As an entry point for further research and actions, we derived a maker typology that reflects the diverse and various types of relationships to be found in the maker community. This typology could be used for exploring further collaborations between social actors and the Maker Movement. We conclude with an outlook on potential trajectories of the Maker Movement and specify which could influence the inclusion of marginalized persons.
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1. Introduction
Marginalization that might ultimately lead to exclusion from society has been described as a multidimensional process of “progressive social rupture, detaching groups and individuals from social relations and institutions and preventing them from a full participation in the…normatively prescribed activities by the society in which they live” (Silver, 2007, p. 15). Marginalization takes place in different dimensions such as the educational dimension, the labor dimension, or the social dimension, to name but a few. Processes of exclusion and marginalization are not limited to the aforementioned dimensions but concern the digital life as well. The digital divide indicates a gap between those who have access to the Internet and information and communication technologies and those who do not, resulting ultimately in a “second digital divide” where the latter lag behind in their skills development. Those most affected are already marginalized people who usually lack access to many dif-
fem different kinds of resources (Yu, 2006). Social inclusion aims to overcome marginalization and exclusion by initiating a “process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society, and...[a] process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of those disadvantaged on the basis of their identity to take part in society” (World Bank, n.d.). Hence, social inclusion acknowledges the underlying structural circumstances which exclude people at risk and postulates that these have to be tackled instead of solely looking at the role of excluded individuals and their active attempt to participate in social life. Thereby, just as marginalization takes place in different social dimensions, inclusion refers to the economic, social, political, and cultural sphere which might be regarded as separate but are highly intertwined (Kronauer, 1996).

The Maker Movement, with its claim of being open and providing democratized access to modern fabrication technologies and to equip citizens with crucial 21st century digital skills, might counteract the processes of exclusion for people at risk and contribute to closing the digital divide. Makers are driven by doing something with their own hands, combining traditional crafting skills and tools with digital fabrication know-how such as 3D printers, laser cutters, etc. and engage in a physical community, in a maker space or so-called FabLab, and further virtual communities where knowledge and experiences are shared. Makers strive to create individualized solutions for issues and problems that they encounter in their day-to-day lives (e.g., Awori & Lee, 2017; Buehler, Hurst, & Hofmann, 2014; Korhonen, Parkka, & van Gils, 2003) such as disability, special needs (Bosse, Krüger, Linke, & Pelka, 2019), and environmental issues (e.g., Kohtala, 2015; Kohtala & Hyysalo, 2015). Thus, maker communities create and capture social value and strive to support inclusion. They build “new forms of local, bottom-up business, social and sustainable models, traversing between non-monetized and monetized accounting frameworks” (Millard et al., 2016, p. 54).

Maker spaces that commit to public opening hours are interesting spaces for empowerment and learning—especially for competences linked to the world of technology. While local spaces clearly address their local target groups’ needs, the Maker Movement at large also aims at challenging societal issues. Thus, the aim of this article is to understand the impact of the Maker Movement on inclusion and empowerment and to identify opportunities for people at risk of exclusion.

The research question of this article is: Are there any indications that makers can be interesting players for social inclusion issues?

This article will investigate the social value and potential impact of the Maker Movement from the perspective of makers and managers of maker spaces. To answer the research question, we analyzed 39 interviews with makers (29 maker interviews) and managers of maker initiatives (10 manager interviews) and ten self-reporting surveys filled in by maker initiative managers throughout Europe.

2. Background: Social Impact Potential of Making

Since the impact on the macro level accrues to the wider community, i.e., groups or “society” to which the initiative contributes alongside other initiatives or policies, it can hardly be traced back to single activities (Millard et al., 2016). Instead, we focus on the purpose of the activities pursued in the maker initiatives as well as the outcomes on the micro-level. Outcomes as well as impacts are neither purely beneficial nor harmful and can be perceived differently by different actors in society. Thus, we pay special attention to the individual maker’s impact intentions and potential conflicts and use this perspective as a methodological background for our research.

Looking at key publications such as Make magazine might convey the impression of one united movement coming together on the promise of a better world brought about by the emergence of new digital fabrication technology (Nascimento & Pólvara, 2018). Yet, as Nascimento and Pólvara (2018) show, the Maker Movement is actually made up of different initiatives with a diverse set of activities and goals instead of being a homogenous global movement. Taking this as a background, our research is directed at understanding the potential of different makers, or groups or types of makers, for tackling inequalities. Building upon the assumption of a heterogeneous movement allows for looking at nuances in impact aspirations and possible conflicts, rather than searching for signs of what has been promised by early pioneers of the movement. To guide our data collection, we collected potential impact areas of the maker community in the field of social inclusion on the base of a literature review.

From early on, STEAM subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics) or STEM education has recognized the value of maker education for these subjects by offering hands-on learning activities (Dougherty, 2016; Hwang, 2017; Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2016). STEA(M) education is seen as a way to bring children from less privileged backgrounds, as well as women, into more technical occupations. To do so, educators increasingly make use of the pedagogy of making (c.f. Papavlasopoulou et al., 2016; Voigt, Unterfrauner, Aslan, & Hofer, 2019), which focuses on hands-on learning, opening black boxes, developing and realizing one’s own ideas, and also the development of entrepreneurial skills.

In short: Making is founded on “learning by doing” principles (Papert, 1994).

Thereby, empowerment is addressed in multiple ways, such as: (1) empowerment by the act of creating some tangible objects autonomously; and (2) empowerment through hands-on experience supporting knowledge of technology (Nascimento, 2014). The ultimate outcome of education enabling empowerment is that of inclusion and marginalized people empowered by maker communities. Firstly, they might become part of a maker community and secondly, via the new skills acquired, be included in the digital society, often especially linked to
labor market inclusion. Besides fostering inclusiveness by empowering marginalized groups via targeted workshops and programs, maker spaces can be designed in such a way that allows for the participation of diverse groups (Nascimento, 2014). Finally, the products and services developed in maker communities can address societal challenges directly (Unterfrauner & Voigt, 2017). Of special interest in this regard is the notion of shared value creation (Porter & Kramer, 2011). Hybrid forms of value creation, combining economic and social value, are coined “shared value creation” (Porter & Kramer, 2011). This implies making good products for customers as well as society at large by focusing more on the fulfillment of social needs or addressing societal challenges rather than pure profit maximization.


Using this background for a methodological design, we decided to draw data directly from makers and maker space managers, building on a critical literature review that was used to pre-define three research pillars: (1) organization and governance; (2) peer and collaborative behaviors; and (3) impact and value creation. In order to have a sample that would allow building a typology that would encompass different strands of the maker culture, we applied a purposeful sampling strategy with pre-defined relevant and differentiating characteristics (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009; Miles & Huberman, 1994). We chose ten maker initiatives in eight European countries. These maker initiatives were selected after a mapping exercise based on the two dimensions, with as diverse a distribution as possible (see Figure 1). The two dimensions were chosen as best representing the diversity of social collective movements, by differentiating between different types and configurations of maker activities, namely (1) the scale and interaction dimension as an indicator for the connectedness between makers and (2) the social innovation dimension (Sestini, 2012). The scale and interaction dimensions range from single to network, i.e., from makers who work on their own to a network of strongly connected maker initiatives with distributed awareness, where glocal solutions are found and shared. On the vertical axis, at one end of the spectrum, single actors operate on a situational awareness level as they tend to be relatively isolated, unconnected, and focused more on a specific or local level and aim to find solutions that they personally and situationally encounter. At the other end of the axis, distributed awareness is created through strongly connected makers who collaboratively work on typically large and extensive areas. These distribute, adapt, and apply solutions that are shared in the maker community on a major scale (Salmon, Stanton, & Jenkins, 2017).

The second dimension, on the horizontal axis, is the social innovation dimension that spans from social demand (tackling single social problems individually) to systemic change (broader societal change; Franz, Hochgerner, & Howaldt, 2012; Grimm, Fox, Baines, & Albertson, 2013). Social innovation is defined as an intentional and successful attempt to modify existing social practices or to enable new ones, which create change on a more or less systemic level (Hochgerner, 2013).

Figure 1. Scale and social innovation dimension (adapted from Millard et al., 2016, p. 63).
Drawing on Murray, Caulier-Grice, and Mulgan (2010) and Bria et al. (2015), it can be described as a continuum of social change outcomes and impacts. At the one end, social innovations respond to social demand on a micro level, i.e., societal and technological innovations are developed that respond to social demands of individuals, sectors, or localities. On the other end, social innovations operate on a macro-level, enabling systemic change, i.e., societal and technological innovations are developed that affect the underlying structures, relationships and powers of society.

The initiatives were information-rich cases that differed in terms of organization and (social) innovation dimension—from a Mini Maker Faire to FabLabs and maker spaces., i.e., DTI lab (DTI, 1), Denmark; FabLab Barcelona (IAAC, 2), Spain; Arduino (3), Italy; Regional Metalworking Network (RMN, 4), the Netherlands; Mini Maker Faire Tartu (AHHAA, 5), Estonia; Happylab Vienna (HLW, 6), Austria; Dezentrale (7), Germany; HRW Lab (HRW, 8), Germany, Create It Real (CIR, 9), Denmark; and FabLab Zagreb (FLZ, 10), Croatia.

We chose explorative expert interviews as a qualitative method of choice (Bogner, Littig, & Menz, 2009) and developed semi-structured interview guidelines (Drever, 2003) for makers and maker initiative managers to be used in a flexible manner while still preserving coverage of similar topics across multiple interviews. In expert interviews, interviewees are considered experts in a specific field; in our case, they were experts on a particular maker initiative as they were managing the initiative or makers in the community of that initiative. The gathered data represents their views and perspectives.

The interview guideline for makers consisted of 19 questions based on the pre-defined three potential impact pillars: eight dealt with making (personal trajectory, kind of activities, development of skills, etc.), four with the maker space they were visiting (kind of engagement activities, etc.) and the remaining six addressed value creation and impact, which is the focus of this article (cf. complete guideline in the supplementary material). The interview guideline for maker initiative managers was structured in a similar way but included questions regarding the organization and peer and collaborative behaviors (cf. complete guideline in the supplementary material). Additionally, the maker initiative managers completed a self-reporting survey consisting of 11 open-ended questions. The transcripts of the interviews, as well as the surveys, were analyzed qualitatively (Mayring, 2010) following a hybrid process of deductive (derived from the research questions) and inductive coding approaches (evolved from the interview data allowing for the unexpected; Flick, 2014). The purposes for also using an inductive approach are for once, supporting to condense raw textual data and to establish clear links between the evaluation or research objectives and the summary findings derived from the raw data. Further, it allows establishing a framework of the underlying structure of experiences or processes that are evident in the raw data (Thomas, 2006). Thus, it enriches the identification of additional themes allowing a direct emergence from the data using an inductive coding process.

This coding process involved the recognition of an important issue and encoding it prior to a process of interpretation (Boyatzis, 1998). Within the process, only codes that would capture a qualitative richness were included and respective themes developed consequently.

### 4. Findings and Outcomes

The analysis shows that the maker manager and maker perspective complemented each other very well. While managers tended to focus on a strategic level, e.g., shared their mission and vision for the maker initiative and which (social) scope the initiative should address, makers brought in their individual maker experience and shared their personal trajectory and examples of dealing with socially relevant questions in the maker community. Thus, the answers did not contradict each other but rather brought in different layers of observations and thoughts.

In total, 77 codings for social impact of the maker community (the third research pillar—impact and value creation) evolved in the hybrid coding process (inductive and deductive) referring to the four codes: education, inclusion, products addressing societal challenges, and from consuming to creating. An additional cluster of codes referring to clashes in the Maker Movement evolved as transversal topics in the inductive coding process.

#### 4.1. Education

Education through making was mentioned in the interviews as one of the most important values and impacts. All maker initiatives in our sample were engaged in ongoing collaborations with educational institutions, from kindergartens up to university level. Two of the cases, FLZ and IAAC, were part of the architecture faculty and therefore had many student members. They either offered workshops at their premises or organized events at schools or even lent machines to trained teachers. Typically, the workshops were held under the umbrella of STEAM or STEM education. Maker initiatives provide room for the education of kids and young adults who are usually remote from education and therefore empower them as our interviewees claimed. Furthermore, Maker initiatives have the potential to break barriers and give access to people from different social backgrounds.

Part of the task which we set ourselves is, of course, to try to break barriers, especially for pupils who would never get the idea to study because they grow up in a social environment where they have no contact at all to universities...social origin determines the educational career a lot here [Germany]. And one of our tasks, which we set out to do, is to provide a bit of
support there….When I say we were successful here, even though we have no proper measuring tool for it. (Manager, HRW)

The educational ambitions of interviewed makers included educating children, changing the relationship between consumers and producers, and ultimately supporting a mentality shift with respect to consumerism. Maker education has societal relevance as some interviewees said, as it prepares children for the future, not only in terms of 21st-century skills but also in terms of active engagement and critical reflection. Several makers underlined the importance of maker education for society: “I am often asked why I approach schools. It is not for money but because I think it adds value to society in the future.” (Manager, FLZ) Additionally, the manager at DTI underlined the educational impact of maker initiatives and its importance for society:

It is all about providing people with knowledge and tools that make them become more valuable, whatever they do. It is giving them knowledge, practical tools, and approaches that sort of strengthen their capabilities. So education is really important…educating and training people to have a more open collaborative sort of customer-oriented and failure-oriented mindset is very key to us. (Manager, DTI)

According to the interviewees, maker pedagogy would add value to more traditional pedagogical approaches as it offers different learning experiences, but the interviewees reported no evidence of uptake of maker activities in formal education. Further research should investigate this from the viewpoint of formal education institutions, as our research is limited to the perspective of makers.

4.2. Inclusion

All analyzed cases showed a high commitment to the value of openness in the sense that their facilities including machines and knowledge were open to everybody. The maker spaces were accessible for the public, at least at certain hours. Openness is further ensured by signing the FabLab charter for those initiatives that want to be recognized as such. Democratized access to digital fabrication and the knowledge on how to use it would further close digital divides locally around the maker initiative, as the interviewees anticipated. We also found a high interest of many makers towards inclusion and the ambition to make their maker spaces usable to marginalized persons, especially people with disabilities. However, the analysis shows that equal participation of diverse groups is hardly the reality in most cases. Instead, male makers between the ages of 25 and 35 years with a higher educational background and very often with a technological affinity are the most prominent users of maker spaces. One reason could be found in the fact that makers have no experience in working with marginalized persons. Maker initiatives described a different level of awareness regarding inclusion. Noticeably, some tried to engage disadvantaged groups very actively, e.g., by installing a senior design lab, which was meant to attract retired people, with the aim to build on their more traditional crafts skills and combine it with digital fabrication skills. Other examples were mobile pop-up maker spaces that could be brought to disadvantaged neighborhoods. Mobile stations were also brought to refugee camps in yet another initiative not only to empower people but also to develop tools for immediate necessities. Maker initiatives also had an empowering function for unemployed people. The interpretation of the data suggests that the design of the maker space, as well as the educational offers and the facilitators in the maker space, have an impact on the participation of diverse groups. For instance, in maker spaces with female facilitators, the participation of female members was higher.

4.3. Products Addressing Societal Challenges

Many makers showed social ambitions in their doing and developed products addressing specific societal challenges. These resulted either from the engagement of individuals or from organized events such as makerthons in maker spaces. Makerthons, in reference to Hackathons, are events where makers come together with the aim to find solutions for (social) problems. In one maker space, for instance, a makerthon was used to develop a “growing” wheelchair, which could be used from childhood to adulthood by only substituting a few parts and thus making the wheelchair far more economical than conventional ones that have to be replaced completely.

Also, a variety of assistive technologies have been developed in the analyzed cases: a golf tee for persons with a wheelchair, a customized spoon, or a grid to put on the tablet PC that makes it easier to navigate for a person with physical impairments of the hand. Prostheses were also developed:

I printed two prosthetic covers for a leg and it was a joint operation with me printing and another designing it….The social thing about it was that it was ninety times cheaper than what he would have gotten…[compared to the] traditional way and…to be able to help someone, and still make some money….So I think this is important that you can add more value to whatever you do. (Maker, FLZ)

Maker spaces were used by parents, who sought technical solutions for their children with special needs, and “they can do this by networking with other parents and supporting each other, for example, creating special joy-sticks that can interact with computers and videogames” (Maker, Arduino).

Other ideas addressed the sustainable production and consumption of food, e.g., vertical gardening projects or hydroponic installations to grow plants with-
4.4. From Consuming to Creating

One of the key ways for organizations to create shared value opportunities is by re-conceiving products and markets (Porter & Kramer, 2011). It implies improving products (again) for customers and society at large by stressing more on the fulfillment of basic societal needs.

The Maker Movement and individual maker initiatives enable such a re-conceptualization of products and markets. They transform pure consumers towards a combination of creators and consumers. By creating their own products, makers personalize and adapt things according to their needs while abandoning unnecessary waste and inventory keeping.

Concluding this chapter, overall with respect to the social value and impact dimension, STE(A)M education, maker pedagogy and inclusion were mentioned by the interviewees. Furthermore, in terms of inclusion, it shows a clash between the idea of inclusive maker spaces, which grant access for anybody, and the actual membership data, showing little evidence of members from marginalized groups. On the other hand, we found inspiring initiatives targeted at specific disadvantaged groups.

4.5. The Maker Movement, Seen from a “Clashes” Perspective

Our data reveal conflicts within the Maker Movement on the one side, but also between makers and other actors who are active in the thematic fields addressed by makers—such as education, innovation, inclusion or employment. In the following, we will use these “clashes” as a background for analyzing the potential impact of the Maker Movement for counteracting the processes of exclusion for people at risk and closing the digital divide. In that regard, two clashes that deserve special attention are presented.

While many makers follow an “anti-consumerist attitude” (Devendorf & Rosner, 2015; Unterfrauner, Voigt, Schrammel, & Menichinelli, 2017), we also see makers who align their activities with economic innovation, entrepreneurship, employment, career development, or the production of marketable products or pilots. Our data shed light on contradictory developments, such as maker spaces that run for profit and actively support patent applications and those that urge their users to share all the ideas developed in their spaces with all members. The results of this clash are unclear, but looking at the inclusion of people at risk, paying for a membership and making in a competitive, entrepreneurial environment might foster exclusion instead. Our data also reveal clashes between the Maker Movement and long “existing” institutions, such as schools, enterprises, universities, or civil society actors. Makers report that the culture prevailing in public spaces does not “fit” to that of the Maker Movement manifested in examples such as opening hours, regulations for data processing, or food and drink consumption, the accessibility for “unknown” people or procurement procedures. The multitude of collaborations with different forms of “existing” spaces—like schools, museums or libraries—indicates that the Maker Movement is in a process of liaising with other actors and that the impact potential highly relies on their attitude towards social inclusion.

Figure 2 shows the most salient positive and negative aspects in relation to the social value and impact dimension of the Maker Movement.

5. Synthesis: The “Clashes” Perspective Leading to a “Typology of Makers”

The described clashes with their different attitudes to “openness,” “market,” or “making” (in the following re-
ferred to as three “cultural fields”) in specific groups of makers could lead to a differentiation of “types” of makers with differentiated sets of attitudes, behaviors, and aims. We suggest an intra-differentiation of the Maker Movement that allows tracing impact in social spheres and therefore contributes to answering our research question. This intra-differentiation follows the three cultural fields, but differentiates depending on the way that a type of maker subscribes to them.

As a first cultural field, the openness of ideas is one of the central pillars of the Maker Movement. This is exemplified by many makers relying on the importance of sharing their work and using the work of others as well as by the broad variety and impact of sharing platforms heavily used by makers. However, makers who try to achieve economic revenues with their activities contest openness. We state that some makers value openness very high but found that makers aiming at financial exploitation of their making seem to value openness less. A second cultural field assembles around attitudes towards marketability of making—examples identified in the case are linked to job creation, career-building, or inventing marketable products or patents. Aside from openness and economic aims, we found a third cultural field: makers who make for the sake of making. We found evidence of makers who pursue different and changing goals of their making and reveal a high fascination with the process of making itself. Makers valuing the attribute “making” as high often also value “openness” as high.

Taking these three cultural fields, which comprise attitudes, activities, and behaviors as a field of differentiation, our cases suggest further differentiating five types of makers at the intersections of these fields (see also Figure 3). We deduced these five types by analyzing the makers’ attitudes and assigning them to the cultural fields through a coding process:

1. The first type, “utopian makers,” perceives maker values as incompatible with market values or disassociates from market values. Makers of this type value openness very highly and show a fascination for technology and the process of “making”;
2. The second type, “pragmatic makers,” analyses this ambiguity and recognizes the opportunity to go beyond the traditional dichotomy between openness and market;
3. The third type, “social makers,” characterizes makers for whom openness is a key to reduce entry barriers to the market. Many makers of this type identify themselves as part of a community rather than individual makers. Makers of this type often pursue less technical aims and link their activities to education, inclusion, or environmental protection;
4. The fourth type, “making to market makers,” gathers cases where proprietary ways are favored to commercialize maker products. Attending maker spaces is often linked to the idea of product or career development and to learning and attending university courses;
5. The fifth type looks at cases where openness is turned into a competitive advantage, as long as it relies on a strong community. As all three cultural fields with their specific behaviors and attitudes are found here, we tend to call this type “mainstream makers.”

Taking these five different types of makers as a reference point, an analysis of the Maker Movement’s impact on society gains structure; we assume that the development of each type will create different results. “Social makers” are clearly of interest for inclusion activities. If actors in this field can identify makers of this type in their environment, they might be a partner that could add a tech-

Figure 3. Maker typology.
nological perspective to existing inclusion activities—like addressing the “digital gap.” If makers with a strong market orientation expand, we can expect a stronger influence on job creation, innovation in enterprises, and economic change. If “utopian makers” should become more widely spread, an influence on societal values and a shift in mindset can be anticipated. Maker types in relation to “openness” culture could influence the societal perspective on open hard- and software, the sharing paradigm or creative commons—also of interest for educational or inclusion-oriented actors that strive to gain technological competences. “Mainstream makers” seem to be a type that is attracting a large target group without being appalling for makers stemming from other cultural fields.

Our data is a temporary snapshot. Therefore, it does not allow for predictions on the development of those types. However, Langley, Zirngiebl, Sbeih, and Devoldere (2017) suggest that makers could change their attitude and fit into another cultural field and type. The distinction of those five types allows for the prediction of pathways that could be paved and that have an implication on the inclusion of different marginalized groups.

6. Discussion and Outlook
The aim of the article was to explore the perceived values and impact generated by single maker communities on social dimensions. While empirical findings miss exploring associated research questions, this work is an attempt to analyze the view of the makers themselves on the shared value and social impact they create. The qualitative nature of the study, however, also has limitations in many regards. Although generalizations are difficult to make as in any qualitative study, the proposed framework can build the basis for further empirical work.

As outlined by Porter and Kramer (2011), makers create shared value between economic, social, and (often) economical dimensions. However, the study revealed that makers feel a tension between these values. Makers creating shared value act like social enterprises striving for a balance between these often conflicting goals. This sets the background for analyzing the Maker Movement’s potential impact on social inclusion, as the different types of makers stand for different impacts on how to tackle inequalities.

The data were analyzed to investigate whether wider social value and impacts are perceived, specifically in the areas of education, empowerment/inclusion, and the products addressing societal challenges. Almost all types of makers show proximity to the education sector—either as part of their own education (at a university, for example) or as a field of practice (e.g., maker spaces in disadvantaged neighborhoods) and could thus offer an educational resource for people at risk of exclusion. Our empirical data confirm the statements from different literature, that under the umbrella of STE(A)M, making embeds well in education: the interdisciplinary approach and its aims as how this pedagogy is put into practice (i.e., learning by doing, fostering creativity, self-efficacy, etc.) is highly aligned with the practice of making. Interviewees see their educational contribution in supporting a mentality shift respectively from consumerism to ‘prosumerism’ and preparing children for the future. However, in order to reach a broader societal impact, making needs to be introduced into formal education as well as outside school activities to reach different children.

The analysis revealed that despite efforts from the maker communities, equal participation of diverse groups could hardly be reached in most cases. As the study describes, several of the analyzed maker initiatives are targeted to specific societal challenges and finding solutions for social issues. Often these ideas deal with local solutions addressing local problems, leading to a “new localism,” but some might also be taken up globally or might be interesting for other disadvantaged people as well (maker types 1, 2, and 5). As for now, the maker communities have not been in the position to attract diverse user groups on a broad basis, despite the fact that their culture is built on openness and many facilities are even free of charge.

Social value and impact seem to be closer to “utopian makers” and “social makers.” Consequently, uptake of these types might also increase social value and impact. Makers oriented towards openness and making seem to steer towards educational actors, while makers with ambitions in the market and entrepreneurship seem to strive for collaborations with enterprises. This clash certainly has an influence on the impact the Maker Movement can have on social value creation.

The potential of the Maker Movement for people at risk is manifold in terms of offering access to digital fabrication tools and in terms of sharing knowledge and skills development either in the local maker space or in close collaboration between educational institutions and maker spaces. Our data show that the Maker Movement has high ambitions to be inclusive and, therefore, could be identified as an interesting new player in addressing inequalities. On the other hand, we found little experience in working with marginalized persons, describing makers as open but inexperienced in working with marginalized persons. This could be overcome by collaboration between makers and established actors with roots in tackling inequalities—such as social or educational actors of a formal and informal nature.

Given that the Maker Movement is still a fairly young phenomenon, it comes to no surprise that the highest perceived impact today takes place mainly at a micro level but rarely at a macro level. The future will show if (a growing) Maker Movement can also generate a higher impact in terms of inclusion and empowerment for marginalized groups. We assume that the current picture of the Maker Movement will outlast the period of its growth and differentiation; continuous improvement of quality, a lasting search for partnerships, and on-going clashes with existing actors will characterize the move-
ment in the coming years. The trajectories these developments will follow are strongly bound to the development of the types of makers. If some of these types become stronger and richer in impact; this would steer the direction the overall movement is heading for.
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